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Perimeter ( With this project, I sought to shift the relationship between dance and audience. Dance is, first, a kinaesthetic experience, and I wanted to explore the possibilities of transmitting dance through the kinaesthetic sense as opposed to the visual. I attempted this by providing instructions to the audience who had to enact the dance in order to access it. I imagined that dance had the potential to reach a critical mass this way: movement recorded directly on the bodies that, themselves, both receive and perform the material. The audience becomes the carrier of the choreographic information; the audience becomes the work itself.
Choreography for Audience-Take One was entirely performed by a participating audience that functioned as a choreographic and social experiment as well as a live film scenario. The piece gathered upwards of 250 people, who-divided into four teams-participated in a live human game. The event took place in real time on a large grid made of hundreds of 2-by 2-foot squares. The participants followed instructions that generated patterns and formations designed to be viewed from above, a bird'seye view. A group of team leaders had been trained in the physical language of the games prior to the event and helped lead the others through the collective performance.
The event was only open to participants, not to spectators; however, participants were allowed to step outside the score temporarily to see the results of their team's work from the balcony above the dance space. Played in an unpredictable sequence and initiated from within using the rules provided, a series of twelve different games engaged the players in cooperation and competition: the games contained elements of strategy and a point system. The various games were inspired by algorithmic languages and the rules were communicated with sets of simple instructions that resembled computer coding. Put into motion, the audience's playing of these games generated aesthetic value from the process of coming together. 
